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**Calendar "preview" new event : unusable : data lost**

- **Status**: Open
- **Subject**: Calendar "preview" new event : unusable : data lost
- **Version**: 5.x
- **Category**:
  - Usability
  - Consistency
- **Feature**: Calendar
- **Admin Interface (UI)**
- **Resolution status**: New
- **Submitted by**: Bernard TREMBLAY
- **Lastmod by**: Bernard TREMBLAY
- **Rating**: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ (0) 🚫

**Description**

Fact : when you submit "preview" for a new event, a great part of data are lost, there is no real preview, and when you return to creation most of optional data are lost.

Too many things don't function : the job is not ended.

**Solution**

It is suitable to finish the work or suppress temporarily some sub-functions because users are waiting for a more polished and well ended state.

My thoughts about this are : Don't publish a function while it can't be fully used. If not, the version must be considered as a beta. This, while, because of the complexity of the product, a very useful and cleverly feature had been implemented, a main function can be marked as normally available, to be polished or experimental. So a (the) function could always be marked as "beta" into prefs admin, the calendar management function is, of course, marked as tested and confirmed, although details remain unfinished ... and these are not bugs. this is a true problem. This needs a general solution in my
opinion.

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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